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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to update the Patient from to first delete the field
and then keep the historical data.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer are and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
1 - Remove the field from the Patient form in the Sandbox
environment.
2 - Export the data from the interface and follow trie steps to
delete the field.
3 - Delete the field from the Sandbox and QA environments.
4 - Import the solution into the QA environment.

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: B,C,E
Explanation:
Step 1 (E): Install the Azure File Sync agent on Server1
The Azure File Sync agent is a downloadable package that
enables Windows Server to be synced with an Azure file share
Step 2 (D): Register Server1.
Register Windows Server with Storage Sync Service
Registering your Windows Server with a Storage Sync Service

establishes a trust relationship between your server (or
cluster) and the Storage Sync Service.
Step 3 (C): Create a sync group and a cloud endpoint.
A sync group defines the sync topology for a set of files.
Endpoints within a sync group are kept in sync with each other.
A sync group must contain one cloud endpoint, which represents
an Azure file share and one or more server endpoints. A server
endpoint represents a path on registered server.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-sy
nc-files-deployment-guide

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three steps are valid for deploying a VM-Series firewall
on NSX? (Choose three )
A. obtain the AMI from market place
B. create steering policies to redirect traffic to the
VM-Series firewall
C. register the VM-Series firewall as a service
D. enable communication between Panorama and the NSX Manager
E. create a vDC and a vApp that includes the VM-Series firewall
Answer: B,C,E
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/vm-series/8-1/vm-series-deplo
yment/set-up-the-vm-series-firewall-on-vmwar
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